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Complete each of the following sentences using either many or much. You will need to use more 
than one word for some sentences — and don’t forget about capital letters!

1. Not _______________ people know about this small museum.

2. “I don’t have _______________ faith in you, I’m afraid,” said Fred.

3. “There isn’t _______________ glue left,” said Mrs Hill, “and we’ve got too 
_______________ boxes of glitter.”

4. Paula started to list the _______________ reasons why she wasn’t coming.

5. “We haven’t received _______________ feedback yet,” the employee told his boss.

6. We’ve never had so _______________ fun in our lives,” Jack and Jill said excitedly. 
“We went on as _______________ rides as we could at the funfair!” 

7. As there are _______________ different types of pasta, I sometimes find it hard 
to choose what to buy.

8. Angelina is convinced _______________ people don’t like her, but I am sure there 
is not _______________ truth in this.

9. “How _______________ books did you get for £100? I can’t believe you spent 

that _______________ money!” exclaimed Dave.

10. “There is still _______________ for us to discover and there are _____________ 
more mysteries to solve,” said the scientist.
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1. Not many people know about this small museum.

2. “I don’t have much faith in you, I’m afraid,” said Fred.

3. “There isn’t much glue left,” said Mrs Hill, “and we’ve got too many boxes of glitter.”

4. Paula started to list the many reasons why she wasn’t coming.

5. “We haven’t received much feedback yet,” the employee told his boss.

6. We’ve never had so much fun in our lives,” Jack and Jill said excitedly. “We went on 
as many rides as we could at the funfair!” 

7. As there are many different types of pasta, I sometimes find it hard to choose what 
to buy.

8. Angelina is convinced many people don’t like her, but I am sure there is not much 
truth in this.

9. “How many books did you get for £100? I can’t believe you spent that much 
money!” exclaimed Dave.

10. “There is still much for us to discover and there are many more mysteries to solve,” 
said the scientist.
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